Abstract. We investigate a failure cost hypothesis of equity otation mechanism choice, in which the expected failure cost of non-underwritten rights oerings inuences the underwriting decision. Although issuers can, in theory, completely self-insure these oerings with a suciently low subscription price, we nd evidence consistent with constraints in subscription price-settingsubscription price signals project quality, and the propensity to underwrite is decreasing in expected overall takeup. We also nd that rm ownership concentration is inversely related to the likelihood of underwriting only because of its positive relation with subscription precommitment, a supplementary insurance mechanism. These results support the failure cost hypothesis as a potential factor in explaining the rights issue paradox.
Introduction
Equity rights oers have presented a major challenge to nancial economists over the past three decades. Smith (1977) describes a rights issue paradox, where corporate managers prefer underwritten to non-underwritten equity oerings even though the former are more costly.
1 Specically, direct otation costs for rm commitment and non-underwritten rights oerings are estimated to be 6.17% and 2.45% of the proceeds respectively. Particularly disconcerting is the trend noted in Eckbo (2008) that the percentage of rights issues among U.S. seasoned equity oerings (SEOs henceforth) has shrunk from 50% during 19351955 to a dismal 2% during 19802008; given that $730 billion were raised during the latter period via rm commitment oerings, the direct cost dierential implies $27 billion have potentially been incurred due to suboptimal choices by rms. Furthermore, the paradox has become more acute not only in the U.S., but also in other parts of the world, where a multitude of studies have documented an increasing reliance on underwriters in SEOs. 2
Resolution of the paradox, unfortunately, remains elusive as it is challenging to show that omitted costs (benets) associated with non-underwritten (underwritten) oers are sucient to explain the direct cost dierential, because doing so requires estimating the economic signicance of counterfactual elements. Moreover, countries such as the U.S. for which the paradox is severe make undesirable test beds because of their poor sample sizes, necessitating research on other countries in seeking resolution. Ross et al. (2009) perhaps best summarize the current state of the rights issue paradox with the following excerpt from their best-selling corporate nance textbook:
Date: November 2012. 1 The most common equity otation mechanisms are the rm commitment oering and the standby rights oering, both of which are underwritten, and the uninsured rights oering, which is non-underwritten. 2 For instance, the trend toward underwriter-intermediated equity issuances has been observed in Canada (Ursel and Trepanier, 2001 ), Hong Kong (Wu et al., 2005) , Japan (Eckbo et al., 2007) , France (Gajewski and Ginglinger, 2002) , and Norway (Bøhren et al. 1997 ).
Rights oerings. . . appear to be cheaper for the issuing rm than cash oers. . . Despite this, rights oerings are fairly rare in the United States; however, in many other countries, they are more common than cash oers. Why this is true is a bit of a mystery and the source of much debate, but, to our knowledge, no denitive answer exists.
In this paper, we develop and test an explanation for the right issue paradox that is based on the indirect costs of an uninsured rights oering. A non-underwritten rights oering, in contrast to an oering with a standby guarantee imposes a cost due to a risk of failure. This cost derives from the project opportunity loss or delay that results from an inability to raise the requisite oering proceeds. Is the cost due to a risk of failure relevant or can the issuer mitigate these costs on its own?
Conventional academic wisdom (e.g., Smith (1977) ) suggests non-underwritten rights oerings can be eectively self-insured by the issuer through a suciently low subscription price, which implies an expected failure cost that is arbitrarily close to zero for such issues.
Contrary to the widely-held academic belief, corporate managers appear averse to setting low subscription prices, a peculiarity noted from our interviews with industry practitioners and in Bacon (1972) , among others. Recent empirical evidence sheds some light on this puzzling behavior: Holderness and Ponti (2012) documents that 36% of rights, on average, are not exercised and that a 95% average takeup is attributable to the oversubscription provision, which allows exercising rightsholders to purchase more than their pro rata share of oered shares to the extent that some rightsholders do not exercise their rights. For heavily-discounted rights oerings, this implies a substantial wealth transfer from the passive rightsholders, presumably largely composed of existing shareholders, to the rightsholders who exploit the oversubscription provision. Furthermore, litigation risk can increase with such wealth transfersMcLean et al. (2011) nd that the probability of a rights oering decreases with investor protectionwhich suggests that managerial disinclination toward low subscription prices has an economically sound basis.
We argue that even though lowering subscription price reduces the cost due to risk of failure, it instead imposes a signicant cost due to wealth transfer on non-participating shareholders. A rm that undertakes an uninsured rights oering at a discounted subscription price is trading o the cost of failure against the cost that arises from price discounting. All else equal, corporate managers should choose equity otation methods with the lowest expected cost. In the case of an uninsured rights oering the cost comprises small direct costs, potential failure costs and cost of wealth transfer due to low subscription prices. In the case of an underwritten rights oering the expected cost of failure is non-existent. Hence, the cost largely comprises direct costs and the cost of discounting imposed by the underwriter.
We develop and test hypotheses that are based on a rm's choice of whether to self-insure a rights oering or to completely eliminate the failure cost by obtaining underwriting. Given that reducing potential failure costs is the prime driver for choosing underwritten oers, we label our hypotheses collectively as failure cost hypotheses (FCH). The possibility of failure of a rights issue has been discussed in the literature, yet its potential to explain the rights issue paradox has largely been overlooked. For the FCH to be a viable explanation for the rights issue paradox, the expected failure and wealth transfer costs for a non-underwritten oering must be smaller than all direct and indirect costs if the rm had instead chosen to undertake an underwritten oering. As it is unfeasible to observe the counterfactual costs we instead test the implications of the FCH on a set of rms that undertake rights oerings.
We test implications of the FCH using a hand-collected sample of non-underwritten and underwritten rights oerings made in Singapore, a country with signicant rights-issuing activity. In addition to its decent size, our sample is characterized by balanced representation from a spectrum of industries. This compares favorably to U.S.-based samples, which heavily comprise either utilities or nancials.
3 Singapore also provides a unique conuence of institutional features desirable for our study. First, as there are virtually no rm commitment oerings, the ability to eect changes in a rm's control structure is relatively homogeneous across the considered oering types, which eectively allows us to place less emphasis on determinants of the underwriting decision that relate to shareholder control considerations. 4 Second, the absence of capital gains taxes enables us to rule out tax-based alternative hypotheses of our empirical ndings. Finally, the prevalence of subscription precommitments in our rights oering sample facilitates a study of this potential substitute insurance mechanism.
The four key results of this study are consistent with the FCH. First, abnormal announcement return for uninsured rights oerings is positively related with subscription price discount, with no corresponding relation for standby rights oerings. 5 Firms with projects that are more valuable are likely to set larger subscription price discounts to insure against oering failure and the larger abnormal announcement return reects the information content inherent in the subscription price discount for uninsured oerings. For standby oerings, no relation between abnormal announcement return and subscription price discount is expected since the underwriter fee and subscription price are likely to be determined jointly in the standby agreement.
Second, an increase in rm ownership concentration increases subscription precommitment. Corporate managers of rms with higher ownership concentration nd it less costly to solicit and procure subscription precommitments. As ownership concentration decreases, a trend observed among rms in many countries and articulated in Eckbo (2008) , it becomes prohibitively expensive to orchestrate a successful uninsured rights issue through precommitments. The resultant increase over time in the expected failure cost of uninsured rights oerings can explain the proliferation of underwritten oerings, which makes the FCH an appealing explanation for the rights issue paradox.
Third, an increase in expected overall takeup decreases the likelihood that a rights issue will be underwritten, with this result robust even after controlling for expected existing shareholder takeup.
Corporate managers enlist underwriters to guarantee the proceeds of an issue when the probability, 3 Eckbo and Masulis (1992) 4 Also, for tests of implications of the FCH, standby rights are equivalent to rm commitment oerings in the sense that oering proceeds are guaranteed by the underwriters with both otation methods. 5 In Singapore, the subscription price and underwriter involvement, if any, are almost always disclosed at the rights oering announcement.
and thus expected cost, of failure for an uninsured issue is high. Of note, in terms of the implications for takeup, there is a subtle but important dierence between that of the FCH and that of the adverse selection cost hypothesis of Eckbo and Masulis (1992) the former implies the decision to underwrite hinges on the perceived success of the issue regardless of the type of shareholder (existing or prospective) that exercises the right, whereas the latter implies the underwriting decision is dependent only on takeup by existing shareholders due to wealth transfer considerations. 6
Fourth, signicant subscription precommitments decrease the propensity to underwrite a rights oering. If subscription price discount cannot completely insure an oering, subscription precommitments serve as an important supplementary tool to improve the odds of a successful equity issue, reducing the expected failure cost in the process. 7 Additionally, rm ownership concentration, which is inversely related to the probability of underwriting, becomes insignicant after we control for subscription precommitment, which implies ownership concentration per se is irrelevant to the underwriting decision but rather derives its perceived explanatory power through its correlation with subscription precommitment.
In essence, this study underscores oering failure as a potential explanation for the rights issue paradox, an explanation that has not been empirically studied in the literature, to the best of our knowledge. Our results lend credence to the FCHit appears issuers actively manage expected failure costs in ways that entail more than just subscription price-setting; in particular, we nd evidence consistent with corporate managers choosing to underwrite their oerings when the expected failure cost of an uninsured rights issue is high, which occurs when subscription precommitments cannot be easily procured or when overall takeup is expected to be low. While establishing suciency remains a challenge, the FCH has the potential to explain the time trend toward a greater propensity to underwrite oerings. These ndings should contribute in a meaningful way to resolution of the rights issue paradox and, in a broader sense, enrich understanding of what drives equity otation mechanism choice.
Several theories have been proposed to reconcile the rights issue paradox. It has been argued that a rights issue forces some shareholders to incur a capital gains tax. A reduction in capital gains tax should imply increased usage of rights, which is counterfactual [also see Smith (1977) ]. Others have argued that underwriting is driven by agency considerations (benets derived by managers or costs of monitoring managers). Hansen and Pinkerton (1982) cast doubt on the monitoring cost hypothesis and instead put forward a merchandising cost argument that is challenged by Smith and Dhatt (1984) .
Of the prevailing theories on equity otation mechanism choice, the adverse selection hypothesis advocated in Eckbo and Masulis (1992) is perhaps the most relevant. They hypothesize that the relative scarcity of rights oerings is attributable to their greater adverse selection costs, which take the form of potential wealth transfers between existing shareholders that do not participate in the 6 The wealth transfer in Eckbo and Masulis (1992) occurs between existing and prospective shareholders and stems from an equity mispricing assumption. 7 Although it is possible that subscription precommitments are used primarily as a signaling as opposed to an insurance mechanism, we nd no relation between subscription precommitment and abnormal announcement return.
oering and prospective shareholders that do. Eckbo and Masulis (1992) reason that rms with lower expected existing shareholder takeup are more susceptible to these transfers. They argue that undervalued rms prefer not to issue while overvalued ones choose underwritten oerings to exploit the noisy certication process. The key implications are that underwritten oerings will be characterized by negative announcement day returns and the proportion of underwritten oerings increases as underwriter signal precision decreases. Various follow on studies have documented support for adverse selection as a potential driver of equity issuance decisions. 8
While the international evidence is generally consistent with adverse selection in equity otation mechanism choice, it cannot explain the cross-sectional observation that large subscription price discounts are accompanied by higher announcement day returns. Furthermore, the theory suggests that the observed decrease in the proportion of rights oerings over time should correspond with either an increase in the proportion of rms with low expected existing shareholder takeup, a decrease in expected existing shareholder takeup, or a decrease in the eectiveness of underwriter certication, none of which has been empirically demonstrated.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we survey global trends in the use of rights issues. Section III develops implications of the FCH that shed light on the rights issue paradox, while Section IV presents descriptive statistics for our sample. We test the implications of the FCH and discuss key results in Section V, before providing concluding remarks in Section VI.
Country differences and time trends in the use of rights issues
In this section, we document and compare the extent to which rights issues are employed in various countries as well as examine global trends in the relative use of rights issues over the past decade, using SEO data from SDC Platinum. Table I panel A contains the annual number of rights issues and dollar proceeds, as well as the respective rankings, for countries that exhibit consistent rights-issuing activity over the 1999 to 2009 period. 9 Several observations are noteworthy: First, Australia indisputably accounts for the largest number of rights oerings over the past decade whereas, by dollar proceeds, France typically raises the most capital via rights issues. Existing studies based on these countries include, respectively, Balachandran et al. (2008) and Gajewski and Ginglinger (2002) .
Second, the U.S., despite being unparalleled in SEO proceeds raised, accounts for only a relatively small proportion of global rights issues, both in number and dollar proceeds. Hence, the rights issue paradox is especially pronounced in the U.S., given that Smith (1977) documents rm commitment oerings compared with rights oerings in the U.S. have signicantly larger direct otation costs.
8 See Bøhren et al. (1997) for evidence using Norwegian rights issues, Slovin et al. (2000) for evidence in the United Kingdom and Balachandran et al. (2008) for evidence in the Australian market. 9 Our procedure for explicit identication of a country in Table I panel A is as follows: Each year, countries are ranked by their contribution to global rights issue proceeds. Countries are explicitly identied if, for at least 9 of the 11 years, they are not among the countries that account for the last one percent of global proceeds. Singapore remains explicitly identied even if we require the criterion to be satised for all years. Also, gures for 2009 are for the rst three quarters of that year.
Although Heron and Lie (2004) report rights issues resurfaced in the 1990s, a trend that we nd extends to 2003, the gures for the U.S. in the more recent years are rather lackluster.
Lastly, Singapore has gained greater worldwide prominence in recent years for its rights-issuing activity, ranking third in 2009 based on the number of rights oerings made. In terms of proceeds, $8.8 billion were raised by Singaporean rms through rights issues in 2009, which compares favorably to the $9.4 billion raised by French rms in the same year. Accessibility to quality data on a large sample of rights oerings is a key reason we make Singapore our country of choice for this study. 
Hypotheses development
In this section, we propose testable hypotheses that help further our understanding of the rights issue paradox. To facilitate exposition, consider the following simple setting: A rm needs to raise equity capital for a project whose NPV is not known to the market. Oering failure leads either to loss of project opportunity or project delay, both of which are costly to the rm. The issuing rm can either have the oering underwritten and incur higher direct costs, or attempt to self-insure the oering through a subscription price discount or precommitments and incur lower direct costs.
From an insurance perspective, both methods appear at rst blush to be equivalentunderwriting obviates the risk of oering failure, as does self-insuring through a suciently large subscription price discount. This equivalence and a comparison of direct costs suggest self-insuring is superior to underwriting, which does not accord with what is observed in practice, as U.S. issuers increasingly shun self-insured oerings in favor of underwritten oerings. However, a critical assumption underlying the rights issue paradox is that self-insurance via subscription price discount is costless.
Is self-insurance costless? Bacon (1972) , among others, argues that corporate managers are reluctant to set low subscription prices, and from interviews with industry practitioners we note corroborating views. Recent studies provide an economic rationale for such behavior: Holderness 10 These percentages, while not explicitly reported in Table 1 panel B, can be derived from the total rights and non-rights SEO proceeds for the entire period that are reported in the table.
and Ponti (2012) document that, on average, 36% of rights are not exercised but only 5% of the issue is not taken up because exercising rightsholders are able to purchase more than their pro-rata share of oered shares through the oversubscription provision. For heavily-discounted oerings, the lack of participation implies a substantial wealth transfer from the passive rightsholders, presumably composed largely of existing shareholders, to the rightsholders who exploit the oversubscription provision. 11 Corporate managers, who are cognizant of their duciary responsibility to shareholders, should be averse to taking actions that lead to material wealth transfers and, consequently, increased litigation risk. Indeed, McLean et al. (2011) nd that the probability of a rights oering decreases with investor protection.
If self-insurance is costly, the issuing rm optimally accepts a non-zero probability of oering failure and trades o the cost of oering failure against the cost of mitigating the risk of such failure, the sum total to which we refer as failure costs henceforth for brevity. We hypothesize that failure costs of self-insured oerings are non-zero and that, ceteris paribus, issuers prefer equity otation methods with the lowest failure costs (the failure cost hypothesis). This means the issuing rm's decision boils down to choosing between an underwritten oering with higher direct costs but zero failure costs and a non-underwritten oering with lower direct costs but non-zero failure costs. As such, we believe the indirect costs borne by issuers that choose to self-insure is critical to a deeper understanding of the rights issue paradox.
We develop three implications of the FCH, all of which follow from costly self-insurance.
First, in the presence of costly discounting, we consider what the market can learn from an issuer's choice of subscription price for each rights oering method.
For uninsured oerings, rms with projects that are more valuable will incur higher costs due to delayed or missed opportunities if they fail to raise the requisite proceeds. Thus, on the margin, rms with higher-NPV projects are willing to bear a higher cost due to subscription price discounting than rms with lower-NPV projects. Given asymmetric information between managers and investors, the market infers higher project NPVs for rms that set larger subscription price discounts leading to larger abnormal announcement returns. 12
For standby oerings, we conjecture that the subscription price discount is determined in conjunction with underwriter fees. Given that the discount is not chosen to minimize the cost of delayed or missed opportunity, which in turn depends on the project NPV, the discount should contain no information on project value. Hence, the market cannot learn about the project NPV from the discount for such oerings.
11
In the appendix (see Lemma 1) we show that the wealth transfer from passive shareholders to active shareholders is increasing in the subscription price discount. 12 In the Appendix, we present a simple illustrative model that analyzes the trade-o between the cost of delayed or missed opportunity and the cost of discounting. We show that if the former is higher for rms with higher-NPV projects, then issuers optimally choose a larger discount. In our setting, the rm's manager is value maximizing or, equivalently, cost minimizing, and the market learns from this behavior. It can be shown the results of the model generalize to the case in which the manager's objective function has a suciently small weight on stock price and the rest on long-term shareholder value; in that case, the benet of mimicking by rms with low-NPV projects will be small enough that it does not overwhelm the cost of mimicking.
Thus, the choice of subscription price discount gives rise to the following hypothesis:
FCH-1: The abnormal announcement return for uninsured rights issues is increasing in the subscription price discount, with no such relation for standby rights issues.
Note that FCH-1 depends on the existence of managerial constraints in subscription price-setting, which can be due to wealth transfer considerations. If existing shareholders fully participate, either by exercising or selling their rights, discounting will not induce wealth transfers. Consequently, rms
with low-quality projects and those with high-quality projects would both choose discounts large enough to eliminate the probability of oering failure, leading to no market learning for uninsured oerings as well.
While the argument and prediction for standby oerings are similar to those of Heinkel and Schwartz (1986) , our predictions are diametrically opposed for uninsured oerings. Heinkel and Schwartz (1986) predict abnormal announcement return for uninsured oerings is negatively related to subscription price discount. A key dierence is that Heinkel and Schwartz (1986) assume the probability of oering failure is a function of rm type (higher-value rms have a lower probability of oering failure) whereas we do not; in our setting, rms with good projects have a higher cost of delayed or lost opportunity for the same probability of oering failure, making this cost the key distinction between rm types.
Second, we consider the cost of using subscription precommitments to mitigate the risk of oering failure.
Given the cost of subscription price discounting, obtaining precommitments to subscribe from block shareholders is an alternative self-insurance mechanism. However, obtaining subscription precommitments is not costless, since corporate managers have to expend time and eort convincing substantial shareholders to maintain their pro-rata stake in the rm. We conjecture that the cost of using precommitments will be a function of a rm's ownership structure. Specically, we suggest that it is easier to solicit and procure precommitments for closely-held rms than for widely-held rms. Managers of a closely-held rm need only approach fewer substantial shareholders, making it easier to coordinate and, thus, reduce the probability of failure through the use of precommitments.
Equivalently, for closely-held rms, a greater proportion of oering proceeds are guaranteed via precommitments for a given number of substantial shareholders that managers successfully get to precommit to subscribe, leading to the following hypothesis:
The level of subscription precommitment is increasing in the degree of rm ownership concentration.
It follows from FCH-2 that ownership structure is a key rm characteristic that factors into the oering insurance decision. As rm ownership concentration becomes more diuse, a trend observed in many countries with developed capital markets, procuring subscription precommitments becomes more costly. This translates into higher failure costs for uninsured rights oerings, all else equal, and a greater propensity to have oerings underwritten. Thus, the rationale behind FCH-2 has the potential to explain the observed increasing use of underwritten oerings over time.
Prior studies have examined possible relation between rm ownership concentration and equity otation method choice. For instance, Cronqvist and Nilsson (2005) nd closely-held rms tend to employ rights issues, in line with their hypothesis that such rms choose otation methods that preserve possible private benets of control. Although Cronqvist and Nilsson (2005) do not study the rights issue paradox, they present an alternative hypothesis to the FCH as far as the relation between ownership concentration and otation method choice is concerned, which we subsequently address.
Further, Hansen and Pinkerton (1982) suggest widely-held rms would incur higher merchandising costs in rights oerings and thus prefer rm commitment oerings instead. As their hypothesis also predicts an inverse relation between rm ownership concentration and the likelihood of underwriting, we later seek to distinguish between their hypothesis and the FCH. In particular, we propose ownership concentration is relevant to the underwriting decision only because it proxies for subscription precommitment, a substitute insurance mechanism.
Finally, we consider the role of expected subscription in the underwriting decision of rights oerings in the face of costly self-insurance.
As mentioned earlier, the key assumption behind the rights issue paradox is that the cost of self insurance via subscription price discounting or obtaining large precommitments is small when compared to the direct costs of obtaining underwriting. In this paper, we have proposed that self insurance is costly and the choice of obtaining insurance from an underwriter crucially depends on the tradeo between self insurance costs and direct costs of underwriting. Hence we expect rms that choose to obtain insurance from underwriters would have a higher likelihood of failure at the terms of the oering. On the other hand, rms that choose to self insure would have a lower likelihood of failure. We proxy the likelihood of failure with expected total subscription.
If self insurance costs were, in fact, negligible we should expect that a rm's choice of whether to obtain a standby guarantee depends on other economic factors like adverse selection costs. For instance, Eckbo and Masulis (1992) argue that, due to adverse selection, an increase in expected takeup by existing shareholders decreases the probability of purchasing insurance from underwriters.
Note that if failure costs drive the underwriting decision the identity of the shareholders is largely irrelevant.
The aforementioned rationale leads us to hypothesize the following:
FCH-3: The propensity to underwrite rights issues is decreasing in the expected subscription, regardless of whether the subscriber is an existing shareholder.
Data and sample description
We obtain an initial list of rights issues from the Singapore Exchange (SGX and prospectuses to verify the information acquired from the SGX, to obtain announcement dates and subscription precommitments, and to identify whether the issues are underwritten. We obtain subscription rates from the results announcements. We end up with a working sample of 196 observations after ltering out oerings whose associated lings are unavailable in the SGX depositories.
Market data such as daily price and number of shares outstanding, industry classication, and foreign exchange rates are sourced from Datastream, while incorporation year and nancial data such
as book values of debt and equity are extracted from OSIRIS. Shareholdings information on major shareholders are obtained from Thomson ONE Banker, and supplemented by data hand-collected from annual reports. We also collect for each issuer, where available, the most recent Governance and Transparency Index (GTI henceforth), which measures the quality of governance based on board, remuneration, accountability, and audit characteristics, and has been jointly published annually by
The Business Times and the National University of Singapore since 2008.
Panels A and B of Table 2 present our sample distribution, respectively, by year and industry, both for the full sample and the uninsured and standby subsamples. From panel A, we observe the number of sample rights oerings has been increasing over time, a trend that corresponds with that for Singaporean rights issues documented in panel A of Table I , which suggests application of our lter rules does not result in disproportionate temporal sample attrition. Surprisingly, the increase is largely attributable to growth in the use of uninsured issues while the number of standby issues has remained relatively constant, bucking the trend pointed out in Eckbo et al. (2007) toward underwritten equity issuances. Also, uninsured issues account for a larger proportion of our sampleapproximately 70 percenta desirable feature given our intent to examine the subscription price discount's information content, which should be meaningful only for uninsured issues. 16
13 Rights issues are eectively the exclusive means of public SEO in Singapore. Firm commitment oerings are few and far between in Singapore. Although private equity placements are used, we limit our analyses to public oerings to maintain consistency with the general focus of the literature relating to the rights issue paradox. Moreover, since Cronqvist and Nilsson (2005) advocate that the dierence between private placements and rights issues in the propensity to alter ownership structure has control implications, analyzing only rights issues means that, by design, such control considerations are less likely to account for the choice between uninsured and standby issues. 14 For the latter oering type, the warrants are typically issued concurrently with the rights, often with a much later expiration date compared with that of the rights, and at an exercise price dierent from the rights subscription price. 15 The SGX website has corporate announcements and prospectuses for the most recent 24 months while the SGX Archive Investment Resources, accessible via the Investment Resource and Information Service at the National Library, has coverage for earlier years, starting from 1997. 16 Such an inquiry would be more challenging for samples based on the U.K., for example, where Slovin et al. (2000) report that less than 10 percent of rights oerings are uninsured.
From Table 2 panel B, we observe our sample is fairly well-distributed across industries, with issuers from the industrials category making up the largest proportion of our sample at 32 percent, and notable issuer representation ranging from 13 to 17 percent in the consumer goods, consumer services, nancial, and technology categories. 17 Traditionally, the U.S. literature on rights oerings are restricted to samples weighted heavily on utilities (e.g., Eckbo and Masulis (1992) and Singh (1997)), limiting the generalizability of results that are largely based on a sample of issuers subject to extensive regulation. 18 In contrast, our sample is complementary in the sense that utilities constitute an insignicant part of our sample. Additionally, by juxtaposing our sample distribution with that for all Singaporean rms, we note the similarity of the distributionsthe dierence in proportions for any given industry classication is less than ve percent. Therefore, it appears our sample of rights issuers is representative of Singaporean rms as a whole from an industry distribution standpoint. Second, the mean subscription price discount for uninsured issues of 48.40% is notably larger than that for standby issues of 39.23%, with the dierence statistically signicant at the 5% level given a p-value of 0.0202. This suggests that issuers making uninsured oerings select lower subscription prices than those making standby oerings in order to self-insure against issue failure, highlighting the role of the subscription price and the underwriter as substitute insurance mechanisms.
Third, the mean oer size of S$138.89 million is signicantly larger than the corresponding median of S$17.34 million. Although this implies a number of very large oerings, the mean and median oer sizes are remarkably similar to those for U.S. rights oerings, documented in Ursel (2006) to be $88.6 million and $12.6 million respectively. We note in passing that the median Singaporean rights oering increases the issuer's market capitalization by 25%. Fourth, standby oerings are, on 17 We use Datastream's INDM2 industry classication, in which the industrials category comprises subcategories such as business support, construction, electrical equipment, industrial machinery, transportation, and waste disposal. 18 An exception is Ursel (2006) , in which the sample used excluded utilities by design. 19 We refrain from using discounts reported in prospectuses due to potential biases that may arise from rms having discretion over the choice of reference prices. 20 Willingness to set a larger subscription price discount implies lower direct otation costs for standby rights issues, since the expected proportion of the issue that is unsubscribed which the underwriter has to take up is reduced. The discrepancy in subscription price discounts may, in turn, reect country dierences in attitudes toward risk, the availability of investment opportunities and the value of such opportunities, although we do not rule out the possibility that it reects dierences in tax structures, as capital gains are not taxed in Singapore.
average, substantially larger than uninsured oerings, with a median oer size of S$56.28 million for the former and S$14.66 million for the latter, a nding consistent with that of Eckbo and Masulis (1992) for industrial rms. This is possibly because the failure of larger issues is associated with foregone opportunities of greater economic signicance, inducing managers to eliminate the possibility of failure through underwriting. We note, however, that the dierence in relative oering size is much smaller. Thus, some of the dierence in oer size might be driven by the fact that issuers of standby oerings are, on average, larger than those of uninsured oerings, with a mean market capitalization of S$1,987.52 million for the former versus S$353.30 million for the latter.
Fifth, the mean actual takeup for uninsured oerings is 94%, suggesting subscription prices are not always set suciently low to guarantee full takeup of uninsured issues, even though part of the unsubscribed portion is likely attributable to investor neglect. 21 Sixth, uninsured oerings have higher average subscription rates than standby oerings, 134% for the former compared with 110%
for the latter, with the dierence statistically signicant at the 1% level given a p-value of 0.0006. 22
This nding suggests that managers prefer uninsured to standby oerings when they expect their oering to be hot or well-received, and lends credence to the FCH, as higher expected overall subscription implies lower expected failure costs.
Seventh, subscription precommitments by existing shareholders feature signicantly in our sample, evident from the fact that both the mean and median proportion of issue subscription precommitted are 49%. On average, we observe that precommitment levels for uninsured issues are higher than those for standby issues, with means of 51% and 45% respectively. While this is consistent with precommitment and underwriting serving as substitute mechanisms to insure issue success, the observed dierence in means is not statistically signicant at conventional levels (p-value of 0.2173).
Eighth, consistent with the FCH, it appears uninsured rights issuers have higher ownership concentration compared with standby rights issuers. This is evident from both the mean number of block shareholders, 2.50 for uninsured rights issuers versus 2.04 for standby rights issuers, and the mean aggregate rm ownership stake of block shareholders, 51.54% for uninsured rights issuers compared with 42.04% for standby rights issuers. 23 Of course, this nding is also consistent with the merchandising cost hypothesis of Hansen and Pinkerton (1982) , which underscores the need for tests of the FCH that are more rened.
Lastly, we point out that stock price runup, dened as in Balachandran et al. (2008) to be the raw return for the one-year period prior to issue announcement, for uninsured oerings is on average positive with a mean of 37%, which is signicantly dierent (p-value of 0.0194) from 3%, the mean runup for standby oerings. A possible explanation for this nding is that managers extrapolate 21 The mean actual takeup for standby rights oerings is less than 100% due to the occasional oering where the underwriter guarantees only part of the unsubscribed portion of the issue. 22 Subscription rates can exceed 100% because rights holders that fully subscribe to their pro-rata rights allocation are entitled to apply for allotment of unsubscribed shares at the subscription price, which is essentially the oversubscription privilege in the U.S context (Hansen et al., 1986) , and the shortfall facility in the Australian context (Balachandran et al., 2008) . 23 Block shareholders, the equivalent of blockholders in Cronqvist and Nilsson (2005) , are dened to be shareholders that own more than ve percent of a rm's outstanding shares.
prior stock price performance when they decide whether to underwrite their issue, perceiving lower failure costs if their rm's stock has performed well and choosing uninsured rights issuances as a result. Alternatively, rms that have done well in the past make rights oerings from a position of strength and, thus, are likely more condent about the quality of the project for which they are raising funds and the reception of the issue, consequently opting for the uninsured oering. In any case, both explanations are in line with managerial concern over the success of equity issuances.
In sum, our descriptive statistics are broadly consistent with a setting where managers care about the expected failure costs of dierent equity otation methods. Specically, corporate managers can eliminate the probability of failure by issuing rights on a standby basis, or reduce the expected failure cost of an uninsured rights oering by lowering the subscription price or by procuring greater subscription precommitments. Even though our preliminary results are generally in agreement with the FCH, we will test the FCH more formally in the following section.
Key results
In this section, we test the implications of the FCH developed in Section 3 using both univariate and multivariate frameworks. We study and present results on (i) oering announcement shareholder wealth eects, (ii) determinants of subscription precommitment, and (iii) the the drivers of underwriting choice, testing FCH-1 through FCH-3 in the process.
Analyses of abnormal announcement return. Table 4 shows univariate and bivariate analyses of abnormal announcement return, computed as the holding period return on the issuer's stock from the trading day prior to the announcement to the trading day after, less the holding period return for the Straits Times Index over the same three-day event window. 24 From panel A, abnormal announcement return is positively related with subscription price discount for uninsured issues, with no relation for standby issues. In particular, for uninsured oering announcements, the subsample with above-average discounts has mean abnormal return of 5.00% whereas the subsample with belowaverage discounts has mean abnormal return of -1.20%, and the dierence is statistically signicant at the 1% level given a p-value of 0.0074. On the contrary, for standby oering announcements, the mean abnormal return for the subsamples with above-and below-average discounts are -3.56% and -4.37% respectively, with the dierence statistically insignicant (p-value of 0.8037). This result provides support for FCH-1, but additional multivariate tests are necessary to control for other factors known to induce issue announcement shareholder wealth eects.
We should note that an issuer's choice of using underwriting as an insurance mechanism does provide adverse information to the market. From Table 4 panel B, our sample of standby issues exhibits a mean abnormal announcement return of -3.98%, which is statistically signicant at the 5% level given a p-value of 0.0151. This is consistent with the adverse selection hypothesis put forward by Eckbo and Masulis (1992) . Eckbo and Masulis (1992) make the case that the equilibrium pool of 24 The Straits Times Index is a value-weighted stock market index comprising the top 30 stocks listed on the SGX Mainboard by market capitalization that meet additional free oat and liquidity selection criteria, and is generally accepted as the representative market portfolio in Singapore.
standby rights oerings are made by a disproportionately large number of overvalued rms as some undervalued rms choose not to issue instead of underwriting their oering; further, they propose the equilibrium pool of uninsured rights oerings do not exhibit similar adverse selection. However, in our sample their prediction on uninsured oerings is not supported given that uninsured issues exhibits a positive mean abnormal announcement return of 2.00%, which is statistically dierent from zero at the 10% level given a p-value of 0.0900. Rather, our result on uninsured oerings is reminiscent of that of Bøhren et al. (1997) , who show the mean abnormal two-day announcement return is a statistically signicant 1.55% for uninsured Norwegian rights oerings.
Often, a rights oering announcement is accompanied by communication of subscription precommitments procured for the issue. Are these precommitments signals of the value of the issuer's assets in place or growth opportunities, or a substitute insurance mechanism for the subscription price discount as implied by the FCH? Practitioners typically tout precommitments as positive signals for the issuer, while academics have proposed precommitments may certify issuer quality (e.g., Cronqvist and Nilsson (2005)). We explore this possibility in Table 4 panels C and D, which examine the relation between abnormal announcement return and subscription precommitment, where the former panel does not control for subscription price discount while the latter panel does. Consistent with the implications of the FCH, the level of subscription precommitment does not appear to be associated with any announcement wealth eects, as observed dierences (see Table 4 , Panels C & D)
are not statistically signicant at conventional levels. It is possible that the market expects a certain level of precommitment. However, using a model for subscription precommitment developed later in this paper, we nd no statistically signicant relation between abnormal announcement return and unexpected subscription precommitment (not reported in a table) . 25 Table 5 presents the results for regression analyses of abnormal announcement return. In the rst model (M1) we do not allow the slope coecient for subscription price discount to dier by issue type. Given that the prediction of FCH for subscription price discount is based on the issue type, in the second model (M2) we allow for dierential slope coecients for subscription price discount. Consistent with FCH-1 the abnormal announcement return is positively associated with subscription price discount for uninsured oerings, which is evident from a discount coecient of 0.0015 that is statistically signicant at the 1% level. In addition, the discount coecient for standby oerings of -0.0006 (= 0.0015-0.0021) is statistically dierent from that for uninsured oerings at the 5% level, and not statistically dierent from zero at conventional levels (p-value of 0.4809). Note that in M1 the coecient of the standby dummy variable, which takes a value of 1 if the rights oering is underwritten and 0 otherwise, is negative and statistically signicant at the 5% level.
Although this is consistent with the adverse selection hypothesis, once we allow for dierential slope coecients for subscription price discount (M2), the coecient for the standby dummy variable is no longer signicant at conventional levels. Alternative model specications include as additional 25 Yet another possibility is that the association should be between abnormal announcement return and unexpected subscription precommitment. Using a model for subscription precommitment developed later in this paper, we nd no statistically signicant relation between abnormal announcement return and unexpected subscription precommitment (not reported in a table).
explanatory variables price runup (M3), rm size as measured by log of market capitalization (M4), and relative oer size or the ratio of absolute oer size to market capitalization (M5). In addition to these variables, model M6 includes nancial leverage (debt-to-equity ratio) and relative equity valuation (market-to-book equity ratio) as explanatory variables. Regardless of model specication, abnormal announcement return continues to be positively related with subscription price discount for uninsured issues, and not related with that for standby issues. Interestingly, the coecient for runup is not signicantly dierent from zero in both models M3 and M6, contrary to the prediction of the dynamic model of Lucas and McDonald (1990) on equity issuances, where overvalued rms, characterized by stock price runups, issue equity to fund valuable investment projects, whereas undervalued rms faced with the same investment opportunities do not.
Several other potential alternative explanations to the FCH for our observed positive relation between abnormal announcement return and subscription price discount should be addressed. First, Eckbo et al. (2007) suggest the dissipative signaling model of John and Williams (1985) can be modied to establish a positive relation between abnormal announcement return and subscription price discount. In John and Williams (1985) , undervalued rms pay larger dividends in spite of the tax disadvantage of dividends (relative to stock repurchases) because the increase in stock price due to the positive dividend signal reduces shareholder dilution. Analogously, when rights are issued at a discount, shareholders who sell their rights cannot defer associated capital gains taxes.
Presumably, then, undervalued rms set larger discounts in spite of the tax disadvantage (relative to lower discounts) because the increase in stock price due to the favorable discount signal reduces eective shareholder dilution. However, this tax-based discount signaling theory cannot explain our ndings as capital gains are not taxed in Singapore. Second, Bigelli (1998) nds that positive abnormal announcement returns in Italian rights issues are accompanied by increases in dividend yield, which occur as long as the dividend is not reduced by a greater proportion than the proportion of reduction implied for the stock price by the subscription price discount. However, this dividend signaling hypothesis should apply regardless of oering type. Since we do not nd a positive relation between abnormal announcement return and subscription price discount for standby oerings, this dividend signaling hypothesis is unlikely to account for our ndings.
Together, Tables 4 and 5 provide robust support for FCH-1, namely, that the abnormal announcement return for uninsured rights issues is increasing in the subscription price discount, with no such relation for standby rights issues. Firms planning to fund projects of higher quality face higher opportunity costs of issue failure, and thus set larger discounts to self-insure against failure in an uninsured oering. Correspondingly, the market infers project quality from the magnitude of the subscription price discount, resulting in larger abnormal returns when larger discounts are announced. Hence, our evidence supports the position that the subscription price signals project quality in an uninsured rights oering.
Next, we study the underwriting decision using a multivariate, multi-stage regression analysis and summarize our results in Table 6 . Our research design adapts the two-stage regression approach of Bøhren et al. (1997) : First, we model expected overall subscription, which FCH-3 posits is a key consideration in the underwriting decision, through a regression of overall subscription on variables that might be expected to inuence overall subscription such as subscription price discount, return volatility, price runup, relative equity valuation, relative oer size, and rm size. Second, we use the predicted overall subscription in the rst-stage regression as an explanatory variable in a probit model of the underwriting decision, in which the dummy dependent variable assumes a value of 1 if the oering is on a standby basis and 0 if the oering is on an uninsured basis. In the second-stage regression, our selection of control variables is guided by determinants of equity otation mechanism choice proposed in prior literature. Table 6 shows that our estimated rst-stage model explains cross-sectional variation in overall subscription with an adjusted R 2 of 21.93%. As expected, overall subscription is increasing in the subscription price discount, and this relation is statistically signicant at the 1% level; the larger the subscription price discount, the more likely the rights are to expire in-the-money and so, rights holders, regardless of whether they are existing shareholders, are more likely to exercise their rights.
Quite surprisingly, although the coecient for volatility is negative, it is not signicantly dierent from zero; while the range of plausible in-the-money and out-of the money outcomes has increased, it appears the lower subscription rates that occur with out-of-the-money outcomes are oset by the higher subscription rates that occur with in-the-money outcomes, resulting in little net eect of volatility on overall subscription. Consistent with the evidence of Balachandran et al. (2008), we nd runup has a signicantly positive relation with overall subscription, which Balachandran et al.
(2008) rationalize is indicative of the possibility that better prior performance induces greater rights oering participation. In addition, the coecient for market-to-book equity is negative, implying lower subscription is expected for less attractively valued rms.
Examining the second-stage regression results (M1), we observe that an increase in expected overall subscription reduces the probability a rights oering will be underwritten, with the relation statistically signicant at the 1% level, which arms FCH-3. To address a possible errors-in-variable bias resulting from the use of an estimated expected overall subscription variable in the second-stage probit regression, we replace, as did Bøhren et al. (1997) , the predicted overall subscription variable in the probit regression with the constituent explanatory variables in the rst-stage regression (M1a). From the table, it is evident the variables that are statistically signicant in explaining overall subscription continue to be statistically signicant in explaining the underwriting decision, and their coecient signs reverse as expected, due to the negative relation between expected overall subscription and the probability of underwriting. Thus, we believe, as did Bøhren et al. (1997) , that errors-in-variable bias, if any, is relatively insignicant.
It is possible expected overall subscription in model M1 merely proxies for expected existing shareholder takeup, in which case our result would simply rehash the Eckbo and Masulis (1992) adverse selection hypothesis of equity otation mechanism choice. Therefore, we explicitly control for expected existing shareholder takeup, using subscription precommitment as a proxy (M2), as suggested in Eckbo and Masulis (1992) , among others. Prior literature (e.g., Bøhren et al. (1997) and Cronqvist and Nilsson (2005) ) has employed 100% less the percent of rights traded in the secondary market as a proxy for expected existing shareholder takeup. We use subscription precommitment instead, not only because it circumvents the assumption in the prior proxy that each right is traded at most once in the secondary market, but also because it is an ex ante variable in the sense that it is in the information set of corporate managers at the time the underwriting decision is made. From the second-stage regression results (M2), we nd the inverse relation between expected overall subscription and the probability of underwriting maintains, even after controlling for expected existing shareholder takeup so, evidently, expected overall subscription has unique explanatory power. Also, the coecient for subscription precommitment is negative and signicant at the 5% level; although this result is consistent with the adverse selection hypothesis, it warrants a closer examination, one that we will undertake later in this paper.
Control considerations may inuence underwriting choice and, even though uninsured and standby rights oerings do not dier in their ability to eect changes in ownership structure, Cronqvist and Nilsson (2005) hypothesize that rms with controlling families prefer uninsured to standby oerings in order to avoid underwriter monitoring which may reveal possible private benets of control.
Accordingly, we examine models of the underwriting decision with alternative specications that include variables relating to control, dened similarly to those in Cronqvist and Nilsson (2005) . One such variable is a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the issuer is owned by a controlling family, dened to be a block shareholder with greater rm ownership stake than the aggregate stake of all other block shareholders, and 0 otherwise (M3). Another such variable is controlling family margin, dened to be the percentage of the rm owned by the controlling family less the aggregate percentage owned by all other block shareholders (M4). In both specications, the variable that relates to control is statistically insignicant at conventional levels, which suggests that underwriter revelation of possible private benets of control does not suciently inuence the underwriting decision of rights oerings. Smith (1977) proposes an agency-based explanation of underwriting choice, with the implication that better-governed rms are less likely to underwrite their equity oerings. Thus, we examine a specication (M5) that includes a rm governance dummy variable, which takes the value of 1 if the issuer's GTI is above the median for Singaporean rms and 0 otherwise. From the table, the coecient for the governance variable is not only positive, contrary to the prediction of an agencybased explanation, but also not signicantly dierent from zero. Yet another potential determinant of underwriting choice is nancial leverage, since Ursel (2006) nds the mean debt-to-equity ratio for a sample of largely uninsured rights oerings to be signicantly higher than that for a sample of nonrights SEOs. From a specication (M6) that includes the debt-to-equity ratio as a control variable, we nd no signicant relation between leverage and the propensity to underwrite an oering.
In any case, regardless of the control variable included, and whether it is considered in isolation as in the preceding discussion or together with all other control variables (M7), expected overall subscription remains statistically signicant at the 1% level. Hence, the results in Table VI validate FCH-3, which states that the propensity to underwrite rights issues is decreasing in the expected overall takeup, regardless of whether the subscriber is an existing shareholder. Of essence, this is an implication of the FCH, and not of the adverse selection cost hypothesis. When corporate managers make the underwriting decision for a rights oering, it appears the expected overall subscription also matters, not just the expected subscription by existing shareholders, due to managerial concern over possible non-receipt of the intended proceeds.
The nal set of analyses examines subscription precommitment within the context of the FCH.
We rst model subscription precommitment and establish its relation with rm ownership concentration, before investigating their contributions to explaining equity otation mechanism choice; the multivariate regression results are presented in panels A and B, respectively, of Table VII . Unlike in Table VI , where subscription precommitment proxies for expected existing shareholder takeup,
in Table VII , we are more interested in the role of subscription precommitment as an insurance mechanism; after all, the greater the proportion of proceeds guaranteed by existing shareholders, the less likely the issue is to fail.
In Table VII panel A, we rst regress subscription precommitment on rm ownership concentration variables (M1) such as the number of block shareholders and aggregate rm ownership stake of these shareholders, and interpret the results as follows: Holding constant the number of block shareholders, an increase in the aggregate ownership stake of these shareholders (which increases ownership concentration) increases subscription precommitment. Conversely, holding constant the aggregate ownership stake of block shareholders, an increase in the number of these shareholders (which decreases ownership concentration) decreases subscription precommitment. Both observed relations are statistically signicant at the 1% level, and substantiates FCH-2, the hypothesis that subscription precommitment is increasing in rm ownership concentration.
We then examine alternative model specications that include additional explanatory variables such as controlling family dummy, controlling family margin, subscription price discount, relative oer size, and stock price runup (M2 through M6 respectively). From the table (M2), the coecient for the controlling family dummy variable is negative and statistically signicant at the 5% level. This is somewhat counterintuitive since a controlling family able to extract private benets of control is likely to subscribe fully to its pro-rata rights allocation. Nonetheless, it is possible other block shareholders refuse to participate in the oering when they otherwise would if there were no controlling family. As expected, the discount coecient (M4) is negative and statistically signicant at the 5% level, which substantiates the claim that subscription price discount and precommitment are substitute insurance mechanisms. Interestingly, the relative oer size variable (M5) is statistically signicant at the 1% level, but its coecient is positive. Budget constraints and those imposed by the desire to diversify suggest individual block shareholder precommitments do not increase proportionately with relative oer size. However, perhaps relatively larger oerings have larger associated failure costs, so managers are more proactive in procuring subscription precommitments, leading to larger aggregate precommitment. Also quite remarkably, the runup coecient (M6) is negative and statistically signicant at the 5% level, especially in light of our earlier nding that runup is positively related with overall subscription. This is possibly because managers of rms that experience stock price runups are more condent about the success of their issue, and thus expend less time and eort in procuring subscription precommitments.
Our results in Table VII panel A is largely consistent with a setting in which issuers actively assess the need for, and manage the level of, subscription precommitments. Most importantly, for all model specications, coecients for the rm ownership concentration variables have signs consistent with FCH-2, and are statistically signicant at the 1% level. Hence, our evidence is consistent with the argument that soliciting precommitments for rms with lower ownership concentration is more costly for corporate managers, resulting in lower levels of subscription precommitment procured.
In Table VII panel B, we attempt to distinguish between the roles that subscription precommitment and rm ownership concentration play in the equity otation mechanism decision choice. As a starting point, we estimate a probit model of the underwriting decision using subscription precommitment as the only explanatory variable (M1), and nd its coecient to be not signicantly dierent from zero. This implies subscription precommitment, in and of itself, does not inuence equity otation mechanism choice, and is consistent with the argument that issuers do not necessarily care about the participation level of a subset of potential subscribers to the rights oering.
When we include expected overall subscription, derived from the rst-stage regression of Table VI, as an additional explanatory variable (M2), we observe the coecient for subscription precommitment becomes signicantly negative at the 5% level. This suggests subscription precommitment has incremental explanatory power for the underwriting decision over and above expected overall subscription, which is not surprising in light of the FCH considering that our model of expected overall subscription does not, by design, include subscription precommitment as an explanatory variable.
When we estimate the probit model using only rm ownership concentration explanatory variables (M3), the coecient for aggregate block shareholder ownership stake is negative and signicant at the 10% level, but that for block shareholder count is not signicantly dierent from zero. Thus, we nd some evidence that rms with higher ownership concentration are less likely to underwrite their oerings. If rm ownership concentration is only relevant to the underwriting decision as a result of its relation with subscription precommitment, then including subscription precommitment as an additional explanatory variable (M4) should reduce its signicance; indeed, including subscription precommitment causes the coecient for aggregate block shareholder ownership stake to not be signicantly dierent from zero as well. In conjunction, the results of models M3 and M4 support FCH-2, which states that the propensity to underwrite rights issues is decreasing in the degree of rm ownership concentration, but only to the extent that rm ownership concentration is correlated with subscription precommitment.
Conclusion
Why do rms choose to incur substantial underwriting costs instead of raising capital with a rights oering? Given the paucity of satisfactory responses to the question posed, the nance literature has labeled this as the rights issue paradox. In this paper we argue that the uninsured rights oering is also subject to costs, albeit dierent from the direct costs that accompany an oering with a standby guarantee. We identify three costs for issuers of uninsured oerings. First, the cost that comes from the possibility of failure. This opportunity cost is higher for issuers with better prospects. Second, to reduce the possibility of failure issuers oer a substantial subscription price discount, which imposes a cost on non-participating shareholders. Concerns of legal liability or duciary responsibilities will in turn impose the cost on corporate managers. Third, managers can work towards obtaining subscription precommitments. This too is costly, especially for rms with a dispersed shareholder base. In the paper we refer to these costs collectively as failure costs.
Corporate managers, we hypothesize, compare the above costs with those borne in an underwritten oering and choose the issue mechanism with a lower cost.
Given that these failure costs are not directly observable we provide robust evidence consistent with issuer choices being aected by failure costs. Specically, we show that concerns over uninsured issue failure result in subscription price discounts being higher for issuers with better prospects, that corporate managers use subscription precommitments as a supplementary insurance mechanism, and that corporate managers consider the probability of issue failure through assessment of overall takeup when they make the underwriting decision. These results support the notion that corporate managers are cognizant of the indirect costs of uninsured rights oerings and, potentially, nd these costs to be higher when they choose underwritten oerings.
Accordingly, the FCH has the potential to resolve the long-standing rights issue paradox. Further, the FCH predicts uninsured rights oerings will become less prevalent in countries where the expected failure cost associated with such oerings becomes more prohibitive. A possible reason for an increase in expected failure cost is lower subscription precommitment, which we nd is positively related to rm ownership concentration. The increasing scarcity of uninsured oerings in many countries, including most notably the U.S., is coincident with decreasing ownership concentration for rms in these countries; diuse ownership concentration implies low subscription precommitment and a high probability of uninsured issue failure, which can result in rms shunning the uninsured oering.
Around the world, it appears issuers in many countries where rights oerings continue to be prevalent employ strategies to manage the expected failure cost of such oerings. For example, this study documents Singaporean issuers tend to set subscription price discounts that are more than three times as large as those of its U.S. counterparts, Slovin et al. (2000) indicate more than 90 percent of their U.K. sample rights oerings are insured, while Balachandran et al. (2008) report that more than 60 percent of their Australian sample rights oerings are non-renounceable, which encourages takeup as long as the subscription price discount is positive. Therefore, we believe characterizing and estimating failure costs of uninsured oerings to be a fruitful, albeit challenging, future research endeavor.
Technical Appendix
We present an illustrative model to provide intuition for our empirical hypotheses. Consider an all equity rm that is considering a rights issue. The rm's current share price is P and the number of outstanding shares are normalized to 1. It discovers a project that requires investment ιP and has an NPV of ηιP , where η ∈ {η l , η h } and η l < η h . The rm chooses a subscription price of (1 − δ) P and needs a quantity of ιP (1−δ)P rights to be exercised to meet its investment needs, conditional on success of the oering. If the oering fails the rm will need to postpone its investment and it might even lose the opportunity. We assume the opportunity cost due to failure depends on the project's NPV and is denoted F (η), where F (·) is increasing in η.
As documented by numerous previous studies, not all shareholders participate in rights oerings.
Suppose the rm allows the participating shareholders to buy the rest of the unexercised rights in the second round. Thus after exercise the number of outstanding shares will increase to 1 + ιP (1−δ)P and the post exercise stock price is given by
which is less than the pre-announcement price if δ is not too low, specically δ 1−δ > η. The observed wealth-loss of an atomistic shareholder that does not participate can be summarized by the dierence between the pre-announcement price and the post-exercise price as follows:
which is increasing in the subscription discount δ. We summarize this straightforward result in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. The observed wealth loss of an atomistic shareholder who does not participate is increasing and convex in the subscription price discount δ.
In our setting the rm has no private information on the future stock price return and treats it as a random variable with a distribution function that is common knowledge. A lower subscription price (a higher discount) implies a higher probability of the the issue succeeding. We capture this eect in a reduced form by assuming that the rm takes the stochasticity of stock price on the record day as exogenous and the probability of the stock price being above the subscription price (i.e. the probability of success) is denoted as G (δ). We assume that G (δ) is increasing and at least weakly concave in δ.
We assume that self-insurance by subscription price discounting is costly. In the paper, we discuss a few justications that give rise to this cost. In summary they can arise from legal liability risk or directly due to the duciary responsibilities of management. We summarize this cost in reduced form as Ω (δ), which is also increasing and convex in δ. We also assume that the rm's objective function is to minimize a weighted average of failure costs and the expected self insurance cost.
Specically, the rm chooses the subscription discount by solving
We can now prove the following result:
Proposition 2. For rms in which the managers are minimizing a weighted average of failure costs and self-insurance cost the subscription discount will be increasing in project NPV.
Proof. The FOC is given by
Rearranging we obtain,
For the SOC to be satised we need
Given that at the optimum (F (η) − βΩ (δ)) > 0 and G (δ) is assumed to be weakly concave, the SOC is satised. Using the implicit function theorem we have
From the SOC we have Ψ 1 (δ, n) > 0, hence
which is negative. Hence, ∂δ * ∂n > 0. (1)
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(11) (7) (11) (13) (23) for that variable across the uninsured and standby subsamples. DiscountPct is the subscription price discount in percent computed relative to the stock price last transacted prior to issue announcement. RelOfferSize is the ratio of AbsOfferSize, absolute offer size, to MarketCap, the issuer's market capitalization at the end of the day immediately preceding the offering announcement, where both constituent variables are in millions of Singaporean dollars. OfferRatio is the number of rights offered per existing share, Precommitment is the fraction of the offering to which existing shareholders have precommitted subscription at the offering announcement. Subscription is the ratio of the number of rights subscribed, including applications for allotment of unsubscribed shares, to the number of rights available for subscription. Takeup is the proportion of proceeds the issuer intends to raise that is actually funded. BlkHldrCnt is the number of block shareholders, those that own at least five percent of the issuer's outstanding shares, while BlkOwnPct is the aggregate firm ownership stake of block shareholders in percent, both as at the quarterly (annual) financial reporting date immediately preceding the offering announcement, provided shareholdings information on major shareholders are available in Thomson ONE Banker (annual reports) for the financial reporting date. AveBlkOwnPct is the mean firm ownership stake of block shareholders in percent. GoodGov is a dummy variable that assumes the value of 1 if the issuer's most recent Governance and Transparency Index (GTI), published annually by The Business Times and the National University of Singapore since 2008, is greater than the median GTI for all Singaporean firms in the corresponding year, and 0 otherwise. BVAssets is the book value of the issuer's assets in millions of Singaporean dollars. BVD/BVE is the ratio of the issuer's book value of debt to its book value of equity, while MVE/BVE is the ratio of the issuer's market capitalization to its book value of equity. FirmAge is the number of years from the issuer's incorporation to its offering. Runup is the raw stock return from day -260 to day -2 inclusive, while Volatility is the volatility of daily returns for the period from day -260 to day -61 inclusive, where day 0 is the offering announcement day. Daily price, number of shares outstanding, and foreign exchange rates are sourced from Datastream, while incorporation year and book values of debt and equity are extracted from OSIRIS. Regression Analyses of the Underwriting Decision
This table reports results for a two-stage regression approach to modeling the underwriting decision for rights offerings. In the first-stage OLS regression, the dependent variable is Subscription, as defined in Table 3 , and its predicted value is used as an explanatory variable (ExpectedSubscription) in the second-stage probit regression, where the dummy dependent variable Standby assumes a value of 1 if the offering is on a standby basis and 0 if the offering is on an uninsured basis. Other independent variables used are defined in Table 3 . Standard errors are reported in brackets and ***,**,* indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels respectively. Table 7 Regression Analyses of Subscription Precommitment
This table studies the relation between subscription precommitment and firm ownership concentration, and their respective roles in the underwriting decision for rights offerings. Panel A reports OLS regression results for model specifications in which the dependent variable is Precommitment, as defined in Table 3 . Panel B presents results for a probit regression in which the dummy dependent variable assumes a value of 1 if the offering is on a standby basis and 0 if the offering is on an uninsured basis. ExpectedSubscription is as defined in Table 6 , while the other independent variables used are defined in Table 3 . Standard errors are reported in brackets and ***,**,* indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels respectively.
Panel A. Determinants of subscription precommitment 
